ultimail 90

Unmatched performance and versatility
immediately deliver bottom-line benefits.
The ultimail™ 90 meets all the requirements
of a company ready to enjoy advanced
control over its mail processing. Easy to
use, the ultimail 90 automatically processes
up to 115 pieces per minute with a crisp
600-dpi print quality. Experience bottomline benefits immediately with its ability to
track up to 50 departments, giving you
instant access to where postage dollars
are being spent. When integrated with
optional scales and enhanced accounting
and shipping software, the versatile ultimail
90 can become an independent shipping
station, saving additional time and money.

The ultimail 90 offers a myriad of worldclass enhancements. These advanced
features not only make it easy to keep
track of how much is spent on postage,
but also provide further cost savings by
making it possible to add advertisements
or logos to the white space on the
envelope. You can take advantage of
this free advertising opportunity to
reinforce key promotions or messages in
a place recipients are sure to notice.
And for added professionalism and safety,
ultimail 90 is IBIP compliant, meeting all
USPS standards for mail security.

MAILQUICK MAILING SOLUTIONS

ultimail 90
Key Advantages
High-Tech Productivity Designed for image, efficiency and maximum utilization, ultimail™ 90
processes up to 115 pieces per minute. The 300 x 600 dpi print quality ensures a clarity of
output that enhances the image of your business.
Customer Friendly Ergonomically designed to fit into any office environment. A combination
of a soft-touch panel with an easy to understand LCD display virtually eliminates any learning
curve for operators.
World-Class Enhancements Leveraging a state-of-the-art design, ultimail provides an information
based indicia program (IBIP) that delivers the highest level of security proposed by the USPS.
Up to six customizable advertisements can be programmed to strengthen your company’s
brand awareness.

Special Features
✓ Clean, quiet digital operation

Optimal Efficiency The quiet design allows you to use the unit anywhere in your office without

✓ Automatically prints up to 115
pieces per minute at 600-dpi

disturbing co-workers. Trend-setting features like automatic dating, auto re-dating, postage
correction, automatic label dispenser and more set the ultimail apart from the competition.

✓ Easy to understand LCD
display panel
✓ Automatic dating and postage
correction capabilities
✓ Programs up to six
customizable messages
✓ Incoming mail stamp

Feeder Options

Tape Feeder

Master Card

Integrated 10 lb. Scale

Specifications

ultimail 90

Speed
Paper Size
Thickness
IBIP
Ink
Imprints per Cartridge
Labels
Scale
Accounts
Endorsements
High & Low Postage
Feeder Track
Power
Dimensions

up to 115 pieces per minute
postcard up to 9 x 12
3/8”
yes
2 inkjet cartridges
17,000 and more
optional
integrated 10-lb., also external
50 standard
6
set by customer
removable, easy to clear jams
120V
12.8" x 10" x 10.8" (L x W x H)
base unit
22" x 12" x 10" (L x W x H)
auto-feed unit
13.2 lbs. base unit
feeder/sealer units, integrated 10-lb. scale, interfaced
scales, tape feeders, accounting software, shipping
software, conveyors

Weight
Optional Equipment

Customer service is an important feature of every FP product. Whenever you have
questions, we’ll find the answers for you. It’s part of what makes FP the right choice
for your mailroom needs.

Talk to your MAILQUICK representative today to learn about our family
of mailing systems and solutions.

✓ Meets USPS requirements
for IBIP compatibility
✓ Plug and play integrated 10-lb.
scale
✓ Interfaced optional scales
handle up to 150 lbs.
✓ Interfaces with popular
accounting and shipping
software

MAILQUICK
2650 Fountain View Drive
Houston, TX 77057
713-781-6969
www.MailMachinesHouston.Com

